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Abstract. We are interested in the local behavior, near a quenching point, of a
solution of a semilinear heat equation with singular powerlike absorption. Using
the method of Herrero and Velazquez, we obtain a precise description of the spatial
profile of the solution in a neighborhood of a quenching point at the quenching time,
under certain assumptions on the initial data.

1. Introduction. In this paper, we consider the problem

ut — uxx — u~^ in (-/,/) x (0, T), (1.1)
u{x, 0) = Uq(x) , x €[-/,/], (1.2)
u(±l,t) = l, te[0,T), (1.3)

where /?>0,/>0,r>0, and u0{x) is smooth and such that 0 < uQ(x) < 1
and u0(±I) = 1 . For any /? > 0 fixed, it is well known [20] that there is a finite
time T such that the minimum of the solution u(x, t) reaches zero as t f T for
certain choices of / and u0 . This phenomenon, which is called quenching, has been
studied by many authors for the past two decades (see, for example, [12, 20, 21] and
references cited therein).

Hereafter we assume that u quenches at finite time T. A point x0 is said to be
a quenching point if there is a sequence {(xn , tn)} such that xn —► x0, tn \ T, and
u(xn , tn) -* 0 as n^oo.

It has been shown [3, 12, 15] that the set of points at which the solution quenches
(at the same time 7") is a finite set and stays a positive distance away from the
boundary \x\ = I. In particular, we have single point quenching if u0(x) has a
single minimum and if the solution quenches.
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Concerning the rate at which the solution approaches zero, under the assumption
that u0(x) is such that

«o - »o ̂  < 0, (H)
the following estimate has been shown [12, 4, 14] for all values of /? > 0:

lim(r-r)"1/(/?+1)w(x, t) = {ft+ l)l/(/(+l), (1.4)

uniformly for \x - xQ| < C(T - t)i/2 for any positive constant C. For the corre-
sponding results in higher dimensions, we refer the interested reader to [5, 13].

The above estimate, besides giving the quenching rate, provides us with some
information about the asymptotic behavior of u in a space-time parabola (with its
vertex at the quenching point) as t approaches T. But since the domain of validity
of this estimate, tends to zero as we approach the quenching time, any information
about the space structure of the solution at the quenching time T is lost. In this
work we are interested in learning more about the behavior of u near a quenching
point at time T.

The similarity between quenching and blowup problems is well known. A typical
example of the latter is the following equation:

ut = uxx + i/, -00 <x < 00, t> 0, p> 1, (1.5)

with continuous, nonnegative and bounded initial conditions. The above equation
has been studied extensively in recent years (see for instance, [7-11, 16-19, 22, 23]
and references cited therein). Solutions of (1.5), under certain assumptions on the
initial data become infinite in finite time. Moreover, an estimate similar to (1.4)
holds for the blowup rate.

In a recent series of papers, Herrero and Velazquez [16-19, 23] were able to obtain
a precise description of the space structure of the solution in a neighborhood of a
blowup point. In this work we shall employ these ideas in the study of the quenching
problem. Our main result is the following:

Theorem A. Let u(x, t) be the solution of (1.1)—(1.3) which quenches at the point
x0 at time T . Moreover we assume that

(i) uQ{x) satisfies (H),
(ii) 0 < u0(x) < 1 ,
(iii) uQ(x) has a single minimum.

Then we have that

u(x, T) = (l+l)2
8/? (1.6)

as |jc - xQ| —> 0; here y = 1 /(/? + 1).
A few remarks are in order. Assumption (i) is essential in our analysis, since

the quenching rate estimate (1.4), of which we make strong use, is known under
hypothesis (H). In contrast, assumption (ii) (that is, the upper bound) is rather an
assumption of technical convenience. We could remove it at the expense of making
things slightly more complicated.
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To explain the relevance of (iii) we first have to recall certain facts from [16-19].
It has been shown there, that the space structure near a blowup point at the blowup
time T, depends on whether there is a single maximum of u(x, t) (for times prior
to T) which becomes infinite at time T, or whether two or more maxima coalesce
at exactly the blowup time T. Moreover, they prove the existence of initial data
for which the second possibility happens [17] and they show that such a behavior is
of unstable character [19]—the generic one being blowup originating from a single
maximum. Returning now to our problem, we expect that a similar situation will
hold. The role of assumption (iii) should now be clear: since uQ(x) has a single
minimum, by standard results (cf. for instance [1]) u(x, t) will have no more than
a minimum (in fact exactly one, since we know that it quenches), and therefore the
possibility of two or more minima coalescing at time T is ruled out. In analogy with
the blowup problem we expect that the coalescence of two or more minima at exactly
the quenching time T will result in a behavior different from the one described in
(1.6).

One should notice in (1.6) that u(x, T) develops a cusp if p > 1 , whereas it is
smooth if 0 < /? < 1 . This result is not altogether new. It has been shown in [6],
under certain assumptions on the initial data, that ux tends to infinity for /? > 1
whereas ux tends to zero if 0 < /? < 1 .

Our analysis depends heavily on the ideas of [7, 16-18, 23]. Many of the results
there are applicable in problem (1.1)—(1.3), either in a straightforward way or after
minor modifications. To keep this work at a reasonable size, we simply quote them.
On the other hand, several differences appear at the technical level. The relevant
arguments are then presented in detail.

The method can be roughly divided into three steps. In the first step, one ob-
tains more information about the asymptotic behavior of the solution in space-
time parabolas, as the quenching time is approached (essentially, by adding one
more term in the right-hand side of (1.4)). In the second step, one computes the
asymptotic behavior of the solution in slightly larger regions (namely, \x - x0| <
Cy/JT - ?)| ln(T - /)| ). This information is then used in the last step where the
final time profiles are computed. These steps are presented in Sections 3, 4, 5 respec-
tively, whereas in Section 2 some preparatory material is presented.

2. Preliminaries. In this section we will establish some preliminary results and we
will introduce some notation.

At first we note that without loss of generality—as far as the analysis of the present
work is concerned—we may assume that / = 1 . As a second step we will replace
equation (1.1) by an "extended" one, defined on the whole real line, which of course
admits the same solutions with (1.1) when confined in the initial interval [-1, 1].
This step is of a purely technical character since our main result is clearly of a local
nature.

Following [23] we set

r(x-,)=7^exp(-^)> W[x-,)=7h?"t'
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Clearly Vx = -W , Vt = Vxx , and Wt = Wxx for jc € R, t > 0.
To extend (1.1) to the right we define

u(x, t) = (x - I) f W(x - 1, t - t)mjc(1 , r)dx + 1, * > 1. (2.1)
Jo

One can verify that

ut - uxx = g(x, t), x > 1, t > 0,

where

g(x, t) = 2ux{\, 0)V(x - 1, /) + 2 [ V(x-l,t-T)u (l,T)dT. (2.2)
J 0

Also, we have at x = 1 :

8(1, t) = 1, 0 < t < T,
ux{\, t) - ux{ \, t), 0 < t < T.

A similar extension can be performed to the left so that finally we get the equation

iit - uxx = f(x, t), xeR, 0 <t<T (2.3)
with

(u(x,t), |x|<l
u{x,t) = \ (2.4)I u(x, t) , 1*1 > 1

and

/(,,() = MS'
{ g{x, t), |jf| > 1.

Notice that u is continuously differentiate at x = ±1 , whereas f(x, t) has a jump
discontinuity at x = ± 1 . Since the quenching points stay away from the boundary
we have (from standard regularity theory) that ux( 1, t) and uxt{ 1, t) are uniformly
bounded, whereas under the assumptions of Theorem A they are nonnegative as well.
It then follows from (2.1) and (2.2) that, for \x\ > 1 ,

1 < u{x, t) < Cj < +oo, 0 < g(x, t) < c2 < +oo (2.5)

for suitable constants c,, c2 . In particular, there are no quenching points for |x| > 1 .
From now on we will study the extended equation (2.3).

Assuming that x0 = 0 is a quenching point we next introduce similarity variables:

w(y, s) = (T - t)~yu(x, t), y - x/VT - t, s = - ln(7" - ;), (2.6)

where y = 1 /(/? + 1). Then w(y, s) exists for all time 5 and solves the equation

ws = wyy ~ 2 wy + yw ~ F^y' in R x R ' (2-7)

where
^/2

F(y,s) =

with g(y, s) = g{ye~s/2, T - e~s).

w , \y\<e
-e(y i)sg(y,s), \y\>es/2:
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By rewriting estimate (1.4) in similarity variables, we have that, under assumption
(H) and for any /? > 0,

w(y,s)-+K = y v as 5—>oo, uniformly for \y\ < C. (2.8)

Moreover, for any y? > 0 by [12, Lemma 3.1] there exists a positive constant B such
that

w(y, s) > B in W = {|y| < e^1, 5 > - In T). (2.9)

Concerning the growth properties of w and its space derivative we have that
• for ft > 1, |iu| < cx\y\ + c2 and \w \ < c3 in W,
• for [i = 1 , |to| < c4|y|2 + c5 in W,
• for 0 < P < 1, |u;| < c6|v|2}' + c1 and |toy| < csw^~^/2 in W,

for suitable positive constants c{, ... , c8 (see [12, 4, 14]). Thus, in all cases, w can
grow at most quadratically in y . One can easily check that this property is preserved
if we replace W by R x R+ .

To obtain more information about the way w approaches k we next linearize
equation (2.7) about k . Setting

v(y, s) = w{y, s) -k, (2.10)

we observe that v(y,s) solves the equation

VS=Vyy-^Vy+V ~ AV)=^V ~ f(V) in R X R+ ' (2"U)

where
a ^_J (i-y)v-yK + {v + K)~-", \y\<es/ ,

\ (1 - y)v - yK - e(>"l)sg(y, s), \y\ >es/2.

In the remainder of this section we will discuss some general properties of the
equation (2.11). At first we note that the linear operator in (2.11) can be written as

= ),{Pvy)y + v with p = e~y ^ . Let us denote by L2p the (Hilbert) space of
functions v for which / v2p < oo . The operator S? is easily seen to be a selfadjoint
operator in Lp . Concerning its spectral properties we have the following.

Lemma 2.1. The eigenvalues of Sf are
k
2

The associated orthonormal eigenfunctions are

hk(y) = akHk(y/2), k = 0,1,2,...

where Hk is the A: th standard Hermite polynomial and ak = (nxl2lk+xk\)~xl2.
For a proof see for instance [7], Concerning the nonlinear term of (2.11) we have

Lemma 2.2. Let f(v) be given by (2.12). Then for s large enough

0 <f{v)<C{v2, (2.13a)
f(v)<C2\v\, (2.13b)

Xk = 1 - -, k = 0, 1,2,..
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for suitable constants C, , C2 depending only on B and /?.
Proof. Suppose first that |y| < es/1. Expanding (v + k)~p we get

(v + /c)_/? = k~P - Pyv + ^/J(/? + 1 ){(p + K)-p-2v2, (2.14)

for some <p between 0 and v . Therefore

f(v) = c(<p, P)v2, c(tp, fi) = 1 ){<p + K)~p~2.

If v > 0 then 0 < c(<p, /?) < (/?/2)(/J + 1 )/c"'8~2 = /?/(2k) . If v < 0, recalling that
B<v + K<(p + x we obtain 0 < c(<p , p) < (fi/2)(f} + 1 . Thus (2.13a) has
been established. To show (2.13b) we observe that if v < k then (2.13b) follows
from (2.13a) with C-, = kC1 .If v > k then from (2.12) and the lower bound of v
we get that

f{v) < (1 - y)v - i>k + B~fi < C2v,
for some constant C2 .

Consider now the case where \y\ > es^~. Then v(y, s) > eys - k (cf. (2.5), (2.6))
whereas g(y, s) is bounded and (2.13a,b) follow trivially from (2.12). □

For future reference we note that by keeping one more term in the expansion
(2.14) one can show in a similar way that

f(v) = J^v2 + g(v), |£(u)| < cM3. (2.15)
We finally introduce some notation that we are going to use in the next sections.

2 / 2 \We denote by ||u|| the Lp norm of v , i.e., ||i>|| = If v~ p) . We also denote by
the "unstable" part of v , i.e., the projection of v onto the first two eigenfunctions
of Sf (corresponding to positive eigenvalues), and similarly for vQ and v_ .

3. Refined asymptotics in space-time parabolas. In this section we will study in
more detail the large time behavior of v(y,s). More precisely we will show

Proposition 3.1. Given any C > 0, for 5 large enough, either

"°,,1, = 2?l(iyJ"l)+0(3)' (3'"
or else, for some m > 3 and some constant c / 0

v(y,s)=ce"-"/2XM + °(e"-"'2"). (3.2)

where convergence takes place in Ck{\y\ < C) for any k > 0.
To motivate the above result we now present a formal argument. By discarding

the terms of order 0(v3) or higher from the equation satisfied by v , we get

vs=^v - J^V2. (3.3)
2Since the eigenfunctions of Sf form a basis for L"p we can expand v(y,s) as

OO

v(y,s) = Y^oik{s)hk{y). (3.4)
k=0

V+
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The presence of a nontrivial null space in the operator S? suggests the use of center
manifold theory (see, e.g., [2]). Formally speaking, if a trajectory lies on the center
manifold then the dominant mode (for large times s) is the neutral one; i.e.,

v{y, s) ~ a3(s)h3(y). (3.5)

Using the above ansatz in Eq. (3.3) we obtain, after some simple calculations, that

d3(S) = ~~T-a\ + 0(a\). (3.6)

Solving the above ODE and taking into consideration (3.5) we recover (3.1).
Although this is what should happen generically, there should be "exceptional"

solutions of (3.3) which tend to zero exponentially fast. From the center manifold
point of view these are trajectories lying on the stable manifold. Such a behavior is
described by the second alternative stated in Proposition 3.1.

A similar situation holds for the blowup problem (1.5), for which the correspond-
ing v -equation is

vs=5?v + fb(v) (3.7a)
where 2C is the same linear operator as in (2.11) and

fb(v) = 0(v2) as v —> 0 and |i>(>>, s)| < M in R x R+. (3.7b)
The large-time behavior of the solutions of (3.7a,b) has been studied in [7] and in
a more complete way in [16] where the above Proposition has been established. We
should emphasize that a direct application of center manifold ideas, as suggested by
our formal argument, is not possible due to the fact that the nonlinear term in (3.7a)
(as well as in (3.3)) does not have the required properties in Lp (see [7] for details).
However, one can make progress by using the special structure of the equation, as
well as the fact that we know a priori that our solution tends to zero. We also note
that although both approaches [7, 16] are clearly influenced by dynamical system
ideas, at the technical level they are different.

The main difference between the present situation and problem (3.7a,b) is the fact
that for problem (3.7a,b) v(y, s) is uniformly bounded in space-time whereas here
v may grow (at most) quadratically in y . But it turns out that all the arguments used
in [7, 16] are applicable with minor changes. We now sketch the proof of Proposition
3.1 by combining ideas from both approaches. We begin by recalling some results
from [16].

Lemma 3.1. For any r > 1 , q > 1 , and L > 0 there exists = s^iq, r) and
C — C{r, q , L) such that

(^J vr{-,s + s*)p^J < C s)p^j ,
for any s > 0 and any s* e [^ , + L].

Lemma 3.2. Fix 5, > 0, A > 0. If for some b > 0 we have that ||v+|| + ||f_|| < 6||t>0||
for 5 e [5,, jj + A], then there exists 6 — 6{b, A) such that

IM-,*,)!!2 <«-,*,+,4)||2.
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Lemma 3.3. If for any M > 0, there exists C - C(M) > 0 such that ||v|| < Ce~Ms
for s > 0, then v(y, s) = 0 .

These are Lemmas 2.3, 3.1, and 3.5 respectively in [16]. All of them have been
proved under the additional assumption that v(y, 5) is uniformly bounded. One
can check in [16] that this assumption is only used for the derivation of the estimate
\fb(v)\ < c\v\ > which in our case is true (cf. (2.13b)).

As a next step one can show

Lemma 3.4. Either ||v|| tends to zero exponentially fast or else, for 5 large enough,

IKII + bJ| =o(||u0||). (3.8)
This can be proved as in [7] (Theorem A there). Again, the condition that v is

bounded is to be replaced by (2.13b), the rest of the arguments there staying the
same.

We next show

Lemma 3.5. Assume that (3.8) holds. Then

^ G>H+oG)' (3-9)
in the L2 sense.

Proof. We present an argument which is simpler than that of [7] or [16]. Let

1 2 1 -1/4
2y -')■ 2 = 2v0(y' s) = a(s)h1{y), h2{y) = c2l^y -1), c2 = ^n . (3.10)

We will work with the equation in the form (2.15). Projecting the equation onto
h2{y) we get

d(s) = j v2h2p + J g(v)h2p

= ~^J vlh2p + ̂  /("0 ~ y2)h2p + / s(v)h2p

^-^■4C2-a2 + ^+^2-

We next estimate #j, i?2 . Recalling that v = v+ + v0 + v_ we write

1^,1 < J K + v_|> + i;0| \h2\p

< |i>+ + v_|2/>) | v2h22p^j + (J v20h22P^j j

<'(/v>)' {C(/»V)' +c(Jvl„)'Y
where we used (3.8) and standard inequalities. Moreover, from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2
we have

J v4p<c(^J v2(-,s-s*)pSj <c(^Jv2p^j <c(^J v2p^j =ca (3.11)
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so that we get | < ea2. By an argument similar to that used in (3.11) we get that
|l?2| < ca . So finally we have

2^2 2 , n(a = -a + o(a ).
K

Solving the above ODE and using (3.10) we obtain

vo(y's) — (1 + o(1)) - 1

and (3.9) follows since ||i> - vQ II < l|w+ll + ||v_|| = O(||«0||) = O(l/j). □
To deal with the case where ||v|| decays exponentially fast one can show

Lemma 3.6. Assume that ||t>|| decays exponentially fast. Then either there exists
m > 3 and C / 0 such that

, , ^ (\-m/2)s, / v . ( (1—m/2)s\v(y,s) = Cey hJy) + o\e ) ,

in the Lp sense, or else v = 0.
This is Proposition 5.8 in [16]. The same proof carries over here with no changes.

We remark that the case v = 0 is easily ruled out since it implies that ti(x, t) =
(T - t)yK (cf. (2.6), (2.10)). Such a solution of (1.1) clearly violates the boundary
condition (1.3).

We finally note that once we have obtained convergence in the L2p norm one can
improve the mode of convergence by using standard interior regularity theory.

4. Asymptotics beyond parabolas. At first we note that under the assumption that
u0(x) has a single minimum so do w(y, s) and v(y, s) for all times s. It then
follows from Proposition 3.1 that the large-time behavior of v is described by (3.1),
since any other possibility would imply that v has at least two minima. On the other
hand, expansion (3.1) loses its validity in regions where y /s « 1 . In order to obtain
an expansion which is valid in larger regions it is useful to introduce (as in [17]) a
new variable rj = s/y/s = x/y/(T — t)\ln(T — f)|. Our aim in this section will be to
show the following

Proposition 4.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem A, if xQ is the (unique)
quenching point of (1.1) then, for any R > 0,

lim(r-r) yu(rjy/(T - /)| ln(T - 7)j + xQ , t) = k 1 ^ P + 1 21 + TT" (4.1)

uniformly for \rj\ < R .
The proof of Proposition 4.1 will be a consequence of a number of lemmas stated

and proved below. As a first step we establish the upper bound for the expression in
the left-hand side of (4.1). Assuming for simplicity that x0 = 0 we show

Lemma 4.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem A, we have

(T-t)~yu(W(T-t)\HT-t)\, 0^1 + ^,2 + O(l))\ (4-2)

as t —► T, uniformly for \rj\ < R.
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Proof. Let

<px(r1,s) = (T-iyyu(t1VT^A, A+ 5(7--A)), A e (0 ,T), se( 0,1). (4.3)

Set Rx = (T - A)-1/2 and let ux{rj, s) be the solution of the initial boundary value
problem:

ux,s~u^n, = ° in ^EMi'^]x[0, 1],

ux(±Rx ,s) = (T- A)"y + (T- A)'~y,

"xil, 0) = <pA{ri ,0) + (T- A)1-7.

Consider the function:

<frx{ri,s) = {uP+\ti,s)-(/3+ l)s}r in QR. (4.4)

Straightforward calculations show that

in Qr^
®x(*l > 0) > ?»a(»7 , 0) in t-/?A, ,
0/l(±^/l, s) > <px(±Rx, s) for se [0,1].

We conclude by comparison that

> (px(rj, s) in QR , (4.5)

for A fixed.
From the definitions of ux and <px it follows that \ux(rj, 0)| < C(T - A)~>' for

some C positive. Arguing as in [23, Lemma 3.7] we get that

ux(r,, s) = S(s) {<px(r,, 0) + (T - A)'"y} + O , (4.6)

uniformly for \rj\ < 6 < RJ2, 0 < 5 < 1 , where S(s) denotes the heat semigroup
on the whole real axis.

From (3.1) it follows that

• "> = " + 2^|i.(r-(t~') + 0(|h.(r -^) as^r> <4-7>

uniformly on compact sets in t]. We next choose 5 = 5(A) as follows:

l = (l-5)|ln[(r-A)(l-s)]|,

so that

l~s~ | ln(T - A) | as A T'

Arguing now as in [16, Lemma 6.1] we obtain
X 2  

ux(ij, s) = k +-^rj (\-s) + o(l - s) as s->f.
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Using (4.4) we have that

P+l 2 iyl + + °<1) (1 - 5)y as 5 —> 1 .Q>x(r],s) = k

Finally, from (4.5) we get that
r flj.1 , l*

as s —> 1[{T-A){l-s)] 1 u{r)^T-X, X + s{T-X))<K 1 -|-1 2 /1 x

1 + _4/T'7 + 0(1)
and (4.2) follows by setting T - / = (T - A)(l — s). □

We next show:

Lemma 4.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem A, for any R > 0, there exists
C > 0 such that

C
\wy(t]s/s, s)\ < as s * oo, (4.8)

uniformly on |?/| < R .
Proof. At first we will show that

w(y,s)>K-j, (4.9)

for 5 large enough and some positive constant C. In view of (2.10) this is equivalent
to v(y, s) > -C/s . From (3.1) and for large enough s we have that

-(±2, ,) = JL +c (i) > o, „(0, s) = + o (i) < 0.

We conclude that the (unique) minimum of v(y, s) lies in the interval (-2, 2) and
(4.9) follows from (3.1).

Once we have obtained (4.9), the proof can be completed in the same way as in
[23, Lemma 3.9], that is, by differentiating (2.7) with respect to y , multiplying it by
sign (wy ), using Kato's inequality and then the variation of constants formula. □

We next set
G{y,s) = w^\y,s)-{P+ 1). (4.10)

G{y, s) is easily seen to satisfy the equation

Gs = Gyy-^Gy + G-L(y,s), (4.11)

/?(/? + 1 )wp lwy, \y\ < e'2
s/2 (4.12)

{p+\){pwp lwy - 1 -wpe(y 1)^(>',5)}, \y\>e

In the remainder of this section we will show that
2

lim G(rj\fs, s) = ^ V , (4.13)
s—>oc 4 p

uniformly for \rj\ < C. Notice that (4.13) is the same as (4.1) when restated in the
original variables. At first we show a preliminary estimate.
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Lemma 4.3. For s large enough there is a positive constant C such that

||G(.,s)||< j. (4.14)

Proof. For all y, s we know that w(y, s) > B . If it were true that w(y, s) <
c < +oo then we would have

|G| = |u/+1 - (/? + 1)| < c\w - k| = c\v\,

for some positive c, and (4.14) would follow at once from (3.1). But from Lemma
4.1 we have that w(y, s) <c < +oo when |y| <6^/s. We may thus write

\\G{-,s)\\2= f \w"+x-(p+ l)\2e~y/4dy+ f \w"+l - {p + \)\2 e~y ,4dy.
J\y\<S\/s J\y\>S\/s

By the same reasoning as above we deduce that the first integral is less than or equal
to (C/s) , whereas the second one can easily be estimated using the fact that w(y, s)
can grow at most quadratically in y . □

To prove (4.13) we now use the variation of constants formula in (4.11) to obtain

G(y ,s) = El(s, s0) [ E2(y, s; k, s0)G(A, s0)ctt
JR.

- [ E{(s,a) f E2(y, s\ X, o)L(X, o)dXdo (4-^)
Js0 J R

  *^1 'A J

where

EAs,o) = -= 6 (4.16a)
\Jatc[\ -e~(s~a)]

fye-w* -}llM
S2(y,j;A,<7) = ex(4.16b)

and s, s0 are related with

We next show:

Lemma 4.4. There holds

5 = /s°. (4.17)

2
lim J^tfy/s, s) = I2, (4.18)

s—»oo 1 4 p

uniformly for \rj\ < C.
Proof. It consists in a slight modification of the proof in [16, Lemma 6.4], We

R Rfix R > 0 and we split /, into two integrals J{ , and /[ 2 to be performed in the
regions |A| < R and |A| > R respectively. Using (4.14) and standard inequalities
one shows that J*2(t]\/s, s) tends to 0 as s, R —* oo uniformly for \rj\ < C . To

estimate J,R, we observe from (3.1) that
2

G(y,s) = (y2 - 2) + gR (y, s), (4.19)
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with gR(y, 5) = 0(1/5) as i -> 00 uniformly for |y| < R. Using now (4.19) it can
be shown that ^

J*y(nV~s, s) -> ^40^ n1 as s,R~* 00,

uniformly for \rj\ < C, and (4.18) follows. □
To complete the proof of (4.13) we finally have:

Lemma 4.5. There holds
lim J7(rjy/s, s) = 0, (4.20)

s—> oo L

uniformly for \rj\ < C.
Proof. Again, minor modifications are required in the proof of [16, Lemma 6.5],

We first break the integral J2 into four parts:
rso+A r rso+A r

J2(y, s) = / E{ E2Ldkdo + / El E2LdXda
Js0 J R<\A\<5^ Js0 J\x\<R

+ f Ex f E2LdXda + f Ex f E2LdXda
Js0+a J\x\<sJsn J\k\>s,/rn

— *^21 ^22 '^23 ^24 '

where A is such that sQ + A < s - 1 . Since E{, E2 are known functions (cf. (4.16))
we only need to find estimates for the nonlinear term L(X, a) in the various regions
above. Let C denote a positive constant not necessarily the same in each occurrence.
(a) For J23, recalling (4.12) we have that

L(A, a) = + \)wP~Xw].

For all /? > 0 we have from Lemma 4.2 that \wk(X, <j)| < Cjsjo for |A| < <5./%.
• For fi > 1, from Lemma 4.1 we have that <r)| < C.
• For 0 < fi < 1 , since w > B > 0 we get that w^~l < B^~l .

Thus, is all cases \L{X, a)\ < C/a < C/s0, and one can show that

\J23(nVs, s)| < Ce~A for \rj\ < C. (4.21)

(b) For J2l , as in (a) we have that |L(X, a)\ < C/sQ . Moreover \ye~^s~a^2\ < CeA^

(for \rj\ < C), |£,| < Csq , and \E2\ < exp{CeAje~x /8. It then follows that

\J21{rjVs, 5)| < CAQxp{CeA}e'Rl/SR~l for \t]\ < C. (4.22)

(c) For J22, we can use Proposition 3.1 to get that \wx\ < C/a (for |A| < C) and
therefore |L(A, a)\ < C/a2. It then follows that

\J22{t}y/s, 5)| < — for \ri\<C, (4.23)
so

for some C = C(R, A, S) > 0.
(d) Finally, for /24 we note that from (4.12) it follows that for |A| > e°12, |L(X, cr)| <
C < +oo, whereas for |A| < ea/2 we have (see Section 2):
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For fl > 1, \Wf\ is bounded and |iu| < C(|A| + 1); therefore |L(X, cr)\ <
C(|A| + l/-'.

• For P = 1, we claim that

\L{X, a)\ < Co. (cl)
(Let us accept this at the moment and continue.)
• For 0 < P < 1 , w wf is bounded; therefore |L(A, a)\ < C < +oo.

In all cases, by arguments similar to those in [16] it can be shown that

\J24{riy/s, s)\ ^ 0 as s0 —»oo, for \t]\ < C. (4-24)

In view of (4.21)-(4.24) and by taking i0 -• oo, R —> oo, and A —> oo in this
order, (4.20) follows. □

We still have to substantiate our claim (cl). In view of (4.12) this is equivalent to

\wy\ < C\/s. (4.25)
Let tt be close enough to T and ut = min^^ u(x, tt). Set

J(x,t) = ^u2x- \n~ in Q( = (-1, 1) x (0, tj.

By a standard argument (quite similar for instance to that in [12, Lemma 3.4]) we
get that

inQ'-

Returning now to similarity variables and taking into account (2.9) the result follows.

5. The Quenching Profiles. In this section we will give the proof of Theorem A.
The main ingredients in the proof will be a technical Lemma (Lemma 5.1 below) as
well as the scaling properties of equation (1.1). We refer to [18] for a more detailed
discussion of the ideas involved in the proof. We begin by introducing some notation.

For a given R > 0, let

£(s) = (k - e)(l -5)y,

h(y) = (K + ne) if y € [-R/2, R/2],
(K-e) if ye[-R,-R/2)U(R/2,R}-

where n and e are two positive constants to be specified later. By slightly adapting
the arguments in [17, Proposition 3.1] we get

Lemma 5.1. Suppose z(y, s) satisfies equation (1.1) in QR = (-R,R) x (0, 1)
with z(>>,5) > g{s) in QR and z(y, 0) > h(y) in [~R,R], Then there exists
a n > 0 such that, for any e > 0 small enough, z(y, s) quenches at most at
y = ±R at time 1. More precisely, there exists a function F(y) — F(y, R, fi,e),
which is bounded away from zero on compact subsets of (-R, R), and there exists
lim sVz(y, s) = z{y, 1) for y e (-/?, R), and z(y, s) < F(y) in (-R, R) x (0, 1].

We are now ready to give the proof of Theorem A.
Proof of Theorem A. Assuming for simplicity that x0 = 0 we will show
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,2 \y
u(x, T) = (l + i)

8/?
\x\

I In W (1+0(1)), (5.1)

as |x| —» 0.
Consider the family of functions

0(0(y, 5) = (r - 0 7M(A(r) + y/7^7, t + 5(7- - 0), (5.2)

where 0 < t < T, 0 < s < 1, A(?) = ^(T - ?)| ln(T - ?)l > with 1 / 0 > and

\yVT=l\ < |A(/)l/2.
Notice that <j>^ satisfies

0(0s = ^(t)yy ~ 0(1) '
for any fixed t e (0, T). By (4.9), we have

C
4>w(y,s) >

c
K - (i-s)r>

|in(r-oi|ln(r- 01(1 -S).
Moreover, it follows from Proposition 4.1 that

i2\y

(1 -s)y. (5.3)

<filJy,0) = K{l + l P + l
' ' I \ 4p n+ y + o(T - t) (5.4)

V\HT-t)\_
as 11 T. We now claim that for any positive integer n there exist positive constants
cn and Cn (depending only on n ) such that

0 < cn < 4>(t){y ,s)<Cn<+ oo (5.5)

in [-n/2, n/2] x [0, 1], uniformly as t\T. The lower bound in (5.5) follows from
(5.3), (5.4), and Lemma 5.1. To see the upper bound we observe that because of
assumption (H), ut(x, t) is nonpositive for all t e (0, T). Consequently u(x, t)
(as well as 4>^{y, 5), for t fixed) is decreasing with time; therefore

4>(t){y,s) < 4>(t){y, 0),
and 4>(t){y, 0) is bounded above by (5.4).

By a compactness argument and then a diagonal process we see that there is a
function 4>(y, s) such that

4>{t)(y,s)^4>(y,s) as t r T, (5.6)

uniformly on compact subsets of R x [0, 1]. Moreover, </> satisfies

^ = Ky ~ in Rxt0'1)' (5-7)
and

4>(y,0) = K f ■ +

It follows that
4>{y,s) = k

1 + 1V" , yeR. (5.8)

(5.9)
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Now, set

Then we have

and

Therefore,

x = W(T - t)\HT - t)\. (5.10)

I In |x|| « ^|ln(r- 01 as t] T,

as t ] T.

\x\2T — t k, —J—!  as t]T. (5.11)
2t] \ In |x||

From (5.6) and (5.9) it follows that

0(O(O, 1 ) = k (^j^jri2 +o(l) as t T T.

On the other hand, by (5.2),

0, 1) = (T - t)~y u(t]yJ{T - t)\\n{T - t)\, T),
and (5.1) follows from (5.10) and (5.11). □
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